DEDICATED DNA. MISSION MINDSET.

Government Acquisitions, Inc. (GAI) brings over 30 years of dedication to Federal mission success, and a performance culture to power real innovation. Dedication is in our DNA, mission is our mindset.

We deliver:
- Advanced capabilities with competitive pricing
- Mature, pragmatic, and collaborative team
- World-class partner ecosystem

GAI AWARDS & RECOGNITION:
- Top 100 Government Contractors — Washington Technology
- Dell Civilian Partner of the Year
- NVIDIA Public Sector Partner of the Year
- Top 50 Systems Integrators — FCW
- Top 250 GSA Vendors — Federal Times
- Nutanix Federal Partner of the Year
- Splunk Public Sector Buttercup Award
- Intel Partner of the Year — Public Sector Solution

DEDICATED TO A NEW PARADIGM

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

61 percent of Federal employees believe AI will help the government with innovation, efficiency, fairness, and engagement

GAI’s Artificial Intelligence practice helps agencies attain automation, decision making, cost savings, and efficiencies
- Surveillance and reconnaissance
- Reduce fraud, waste, and abuse
- Prevent advanced cyber attacks
- Improved patient care

CYBER SECURITY

Over the last five years, there has been a 650 percent increase in cyberattacks on Federal agencies

GAI’s Cyber Security practice protects agency data and systems from cyberattacks
- Centralize endpoint security management
- Ensure secure networks
- Protect applications

HYBRID CLOUD

Feds believe agencies can save $16.6 billion annually by moving just 3 mission-critical apps to the cloud

GAI’s Cloud Computing practice helps agencies reduce IT costs and decrease application life cycles
- Virtualize infrastructure
- Access software
- Unify cloud services

Call (513) 721-8700 or visit gov-acq.com to learn more today. Dedicated DNA. Mission Mindset.
58 percent of citizen related processes are still paper driven in the United States*.

* Source: GCN 3 Steps to Streamlining Government Workflows 3/2/16

More than 70 percent of agency IT budgets are spent on supporting legacy systems.

Feds believe big data has the potential to save IT budgets $500 billion annually.

GAI's Robotic Process Automation practice uses software bots to streamline and automate complex manual processes:
- Data Entry
- Auditing and Monitoring
- Asset Management

GAI's Data Center Modernization practice reduces server counts and eases administration:
- Modernize and virtualize storage and servers
- Protect critical data
- Automate data center management

GAI's Big Data Analytics practice helps agencies collect and leverage data in a cost-efficient and timely manner:
- Visualize and analyze data
- Optimize databases
- Master data management

GAI CONTRACTS:

GWACs:
- NIH-CIO C5 — HHSN316201500035W (SB & SDVOSB)
- NASA SEWP V — NNG15SD23B [Group B] SDVOSB
- GSA — GS-35F-402GA
- ARMY ITES-3H — W52P1J-16-D-0019 (SB)

Sample Agency Contracts:
- Dept of State — Global Information Technology Modernization (GITM) Motorola Agency Catalog
- U.S. Patent and Trademark Office IDIQ — DOC50PAPT1000029
- NASA SEWP DOC Network Catalog — 1331L519A13ES0043
- FirstSource II IDIQ — HSHQDC-13-D-00023
- DOI BLM Endpoint — 140L0118F0136

Top Secret Facility Clearance Numerous TS-SCI with Poly

Call (513) 721-8700 or visit gov-acq.com to learn more today. Dedicated DNA. Mission Mindset.